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MATT WILSTEIN Last fall, Lin-Manuel Miranda released the full and annotated lyrics of his Broadway hit Hamilton on Genius.com. Hamilton is not only filled with obscure historical facts, but also contains several musical references to classic hip-hop songs that undoubtedly go over the heads of most people who can
afford a ticket to see the show live. Now, Genius has released a new video that breaks down nine of the most prominent rap references in the show, juxtaposing every Hamilton moment with the hip-hop line that inspired him. Some are quite obvious, like Ten Duel Commandments, which draws its structure from the song
ten Crack Commandments from The Notorious B.I.G. of 1997. The audience needs to understand what the duel was like then, Miranda wrote in her official annotation for the song. It was super codified; there was a ritual about it. It was like legal arbitration, with firearms. So I came up with the idea of doing Ten Double
Commandments because Ten Crack Commandments is a practical guide to illegal activities in the 1990s. And it is a practical guide to illegal activities in the 1790s. Other references could be more easily missed, even by seasoned hip-hop fans. For example, the chorus of Meet Him Inside was inspired by DMX's Meet me
outside line from Party Up (Up in Here). And when Christopher Jackson's George Washington said to the audience, You could have been anywhere in the world tonight, but you're here with us in New York, it echoes Jay-Z, who rapped, You could have been anywhere in the world, but you're here with me on Izzo
(H.O.V.A.) Ten Duel Commandments by Anthony Ramos, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Jon Rua, Leslie Odom Jr. and the Original Broadway Cast of Hamilton from the album HamiltonReleased2015Genre Hip hop show tune Length1:46Songwriter(s) Lin-Manuel Miranda Christopher E. Martin Khary Kimani Turner[1] Ten Duel
Commandments is the fifteenth song in Act 1 of the musical Hamilton, based on the life of Alexander Hamilton , which premiered on Broadway in 2015. Lin-Manuel Miranda wrote both the music and the lyrics of the song. Synopsis Charles Lee The song tells of a duel between John Laurens and Charles Lee. [2] The duel
took place following derogatory remarks made by Lee about George Washington after Lee was dismissed from the role of Major-General in the Continental Army following Lee's failure at the Battle of Monmouth. The song sets out the ten rules involved in a duel of the time, before the duel seconds, Alexander Hamilton
and Aaron Burr, come together to try make peace. Burr called the duels stupid and immature, but Hamilton insisted they continued as the duel continued as planned. The song culminates with a This resulted in Laurens not fatally shooting Lee in the side after Hamilton encouraged him to not throw his shot, a motif in the
show and expression of the time. [4] Analysis The ten eponymous commandments refer to the Ten Commandments of the Abrahamic religions, which guide the disciples on how to live their lives. Miranda also stated that the concept of Ten Commandments stemmed from the Ten Commandments of Crack, which served
as a guide to illegal acts in the 1990s, in addition to being a Notorious B.I.G. song[5] This link is recognized in the credits of the 2020 film version of Hamilton, which states that elements of Ten Crack Commandments are used by permission. Elizabeth Logan, writing for the Huffington Post, said the song has a key role to
play in making the audience comfortable with duels. [6] This becomes important in Act 2 of the musical, where two duels occur in Weehawken, New Jersey. Thus, according to the author, the audience will be on board when some beloved characters pick up guns later in the musical. The song received two covers at key
moments in the musical: during Blow Us All Away when Philip Hamilton and George Eacker were about to duel, and in The World Was Wide Enough in advance of the Burr-Hamilton duel. In addition, the Leitmotiv count is heard in a modified form in various songs throughout the show, such as in the premiere of the songs
Cabinet Battle, where it is orchestrated in baroque counterpoint, or in Take a Break, where Phillip and his mother Eliza Hamilton discuss and learn about the correct notes on a piano scale and The French count. [7] Critical Reception The Young Folks ranked him 29th among songs in Hamilton. Huffington Post called the



song a club-like jam,[6] and Vibe.com said it contained a strong percussive rhythm with the men involved exuding dominance. [9] References - - Founders Online: Account of a duel between Major-General Charles Lee and Lieute ... ». archives.gov. Recovered May 4, 2017. Charles Lee's disgrace at the Battle of
Monmouth - HistoryNet. www.historynet.com. Recovered May 4, 2017. Miranda, Lin-Manuel. Ten Duel Commandments Lyrics. Genius.com. Recovered on July 14, 2020. Beggar, Alex. Read Lin-Manuel Miranda's genius annotations for Hamilton. vanityfair.com. Recovered May 4, 2017. A b Logan, Elizabeth (October 1,
2015). I have an opinion on every Hamilton song. huffingtonpost.com. Recovered May 4, 2017. How Hamilton Works Why Ten Duel Commandments Is Amazing. youtube.com, June 5, 2017. Recovered may 29 Every song from 'Hamilton', ranked - Young People. www.theyoungfolks.com. Recovered May 4, 2017. Going
H.A.M.: A Track-by-track Review of the 'Hamilton' Soundtrack. vibe.com, October 20, 2015. Recovered May 4, 2017. Excerpt from For Hamilton, Lin-Manuel Miranda interpolated the Ten Commandments of Crack of the Notorious B.I.G. as the Ten Commandments of the Duel. Now he's redesigned the song in support of
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton. Last night, he performed the new version with Renee Elise Goldsberry of Hamilton at a Clinton fundraiser, encouraging people to campaign and vote for Clinton. He raps: Look at his campaign with the man Tim Kaine / Tim Kaine in the membrane, Tim Kaine in the brain-
an ed Cypress Hill. (It's a good thing that the vice presidential candidate already has a rap name: Lil Kaine.) Watch Miranda and Goldsberry play below, and check out the lyrics. Lin-Manuel Miranda is a friend of the White House. Earlier this year, he did freestyle with President Obama in the Rose Garden. Several artists,
including Ed Droste of Grizzly Bear, Mary J. Blige, Pusha T and Sia, have also expressed public support for Clinton. Push even sold pro-Clinton t-shirts. //twitter.com/albamonica/status/7882221794582624Listen to Hamilton's Ten Duel Commandments:Revisit the track that started it all, Ten Crack Commandments by
Biggie: Lin-Manuel Miranda is a big fan of hip-hop and rap. He once said he was inspired by Eminem and Common. Also, speaking at an event at the White House Miranda said he thinks Alexander Hamilton embodies hip hop. Through a combination of Miranda's love for theater and classic rap Hamilton contains several
references to some older rap hits. My Shot which gives Hamilton a deeper and his motivations contains two classic rap references. The first reference is to a song called Shook Ones Pt II by Mobb Deep. In My Shot Hamilton sings Only nineteen but my mind is older while in Shook Ones Pt II Prodigy sings I'm only
nineteen, but my mind is old. Speaking of this reference Miranda said: It was obvious to put this line because it is something that Hamilton would absolutely say. There are many references from the anes and 90s in this opening melody; that's what I grew up growing up falling in love with. Hamilton is like a 1995 Prodigy.
Mobb Deep's Shook Ones Pt. II is one of my favorite hip-hop songs. The second reference is to The Notorious B.I.G. Going Back to Cali. Hamilton clarifies his name in My Shot just as The Notorious B.I.G. does in Going Back to Cali. The lyrics of both are reproduced here: My Shot- A-L-E-X-A-N-D E-R-we are - intended
to be Going Back to Cali- N-O-T-O-R-I-O U-S-you just-the-slow The easiest rap reference to spot in Hamilton is toute la chanson « The Ten Duel Commandments ». ». Song is so similar to Biggie Smalls' The Ten Crack Commandments that it could almost be a parody. Listing the similarities here would be a bit silly so I
encourage you to listen to the songs. An important question to ask at this point is why do these references matter? These references can add extra meaning to the work. An example is above where Miranda says Hamilton is just like Prodigy. If all references were analyzed, so much meaning could be added to these
lines. Also references give Miranda a chance to give some of her favorite artists sort of a respectful ed and pay tribute to them. In this way, references allow an important expression for the writer. Finally, references are opportunities to communicate with the public. Some fans of classic rap may be attracted to the piece
through these references. If nothing else anyone to watch could sit down and say, Hey, that was pretty cool. By: Max Jarck When Lin-Manuel Miranda wrote his Broadway musical Hamilton, he was inspired by everyone from the Beatles to Destiny's Child. Even The Notorious B.I.G. influenced some of Hamilton's tracks.
However, one of the pieces of the musical was changed so that it didn't look too much like one of the classic songs from The Notorious B.I.G. Lin-Manuel Miranda - France Bruce Glikas/Bruce Glikas/FilmMagic The song Notorious B.I.G. Lin-Manuel Miranda wants you to hear Miranda and hip-hop goes back a long way.
According to Billboard, Miranda stole copies of classic rap albums like The Low End Theory from A Tribe Called Quest, Dr. Dre's The Chronic and Black Sheep's A Wolf in Sheep's Clothing from the sisters. When he went to write his musical based on the life of Alexander Hamilton, it made sense for him to be inspired by
classical rap. In Miranda's opinion, Hamilton arrived everywhere thanks to the power of his writing. Miranda realized that's what her favorite rappers did. He was inspired by legendary hip-hop bands and rappers while writing Hamilton, including DMX, Mobb Deep, and The Notorious B.I.G. The Famous B.I.G. Clarence
Davis/NY Daily News Archive via Getty Images RELATED: 'Hamilton': How Destiny's Child Inspired a Song From the Musical They write so brilliantly that they transcend their circumstances and they change the world literally through their power of pen and delivery and oratory, Miranda said. That is the basic idea. That's
why [Hamilton is] such a love letter to hip hop. I want children who only know musical theatre when they take their understudy notes, they will see: Contain a sample of Ten Crack Commandments by Notorious B.I.G.' If you like this musical, you have to listen to hip-hop that you maybe didn't listen to because that's why it
exists, it's my love for hip-hop. Why Lin-Manuel Miranda Changed 'Ten' Ten Commandments' Specifically, the song that sampled Ten Crack Commandments is Ten Duel Commandments. In an interview with Salon, Alex Lacamoire discussed how he tried not to ring Ten Duel Commandments like his predecessor. I tried
to reproduce some of the sounds of this 'Ten Crack Commandments' track. And Lin said, I want him to be a little further away in that regard. Lacamoire noted that sometimes referencing another song can go beyond the realm of good taste. Ten Duel Commandments RELATED: The Song From 'Hamilton' That Was
Inspired By a Lot of Beatles Songs Other ways The Notorious B.I.G. inspired 'Hamilton' 'Ten Duel Commandments' is not the only song in the musical that refers to The Notorious B.I.G. For example, at the beginning of the song My Shot, Hamilton raps the letters of his fist name. He directly imitates Biggie's cadence
rapping his name on his song Going Back to Cali. In addition, Cabinet Battle #2 directly refers to Juicy, one of Biggies' most popular titles. Although The Notorious B.I.G. died many years ago, his musical legacy continued in unexpected places, including a Broadway musical about the Founding Fathers. Fathers.
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